This column presents in pictorial form many of the more unusual radios, speakers, tubes, advertising, and other old radio-related items from our readers’ collections. The photos are meant to help increase awareness of what’s available in the radio collecting hobby. Send in any size photos from your collection. Photos must be sharp in detail, contain a single item, and preferably have a light-colored background. A short, descriptive paragraph MUST be included with each photo. Please note that receipt of photos is not acknowledged, publishing is not guaranteed, and photos are not returned.

Zenith Model 6-S-128 – This set’s big black dial tunes American, foreign, police, amateur, aviation, and marine bands. In 1937 it sold for $59.95. Dave Crocker, Mashpee, MA

Motorola Model 9-VT1 TV – Manufactured in 1949. Wood tabletop radio in red mahogany. Comes with 8-inch CRT. Raymond Matthews, Orlando, FL

Fisher FM-100-B FM Tuner – This 12-tube FM tuner from 1963 featured variable muting, signal meter, and stereo indicator light. Alvin Savella, Little Neck, NY

Attention Subscribers: You can access a color version of this article on the A.R.C. website...
Emerson Tombstone Radio (model number unknown) – Manufactured in the late 1930s. AM band, five tubes. Let us know if you know the model number. Morris Mallon, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA

Harlie Radio (model number and date unknown) – Three views of a six-tube AM/FM/AFC set made in Asia. Philip Ragone, Seattle, WA

...find out how by visiting us today at www.antiqueradio.com.
KLH Model Twenty One – Very popular FM solid-state receiver from the 1970s. Has Volume, bass, and treble controls. Charles Hargoff, Venice, CA

Crosley/Sears Model SR-2 – This one-tube receiver sold by Sears & Roebuck Company was actually a Crosley 50 squeezed into a smaller cabinet. Dave Crocker, Mashpee, MA

Philco Model 38-10 Radio – This radio was made in 1938 and contains five tubes. A multiband set, it covers AM and shortwave bands. AC powered. Marty Olson, Kansas City, KS

Attention Subscribers: You can access a color version of this article on the A.R.C. website...
Benrus Model 10B01 Clock Radio – Metal cabinet AM radio with alarm clock. Manufactured in 1955. Uses five tubes. Christina Morelli, Great Falls, MT

Crosley Model 50/50A – Common Crosley one-tube models 50 and 50A fit into standard Crosley XJ cabinet. This one is homemade. Dave Crocker, Mashpee, MA

Zenith 6D628 Radio – Wood table radio manufactured in 1942. AM band, six tubes, AC/DC. Alan Blanck, New Hyde Park, NY

...find out how by visiting us today at www.antiqueradio.com.